if those tools are purchased from a
company. For the sake of science, everyone
has to become more transparent.
The commercialization of reagents and kits
is not all bad — it has undoubtedly contributed much to modern research, particularly
in biological and clinical disciplines. It has
enabled faster and higher-throughput experimental protocols, promoted greater uniformity and consistency between independent
labs and helped to develop technologies
and methodologies that would otherwise be
inaccessible to individual labs.
However, the true cost of these advances
— besides the price tag — is the inability
to adjust confidential methods according
to experimental needs, should they exceed
scenarios anticipated by the company’s
R&D department. For instance, molecular
and cell biologists often need DNA or RNA
sequences that act as negative controls —
usually sequences that don’t match anything
in the cells being tested. Such sequencebased reagents are zealously protected by
manufacturers, an understandable precaution for such an easily copied product. But in
experiments that combine genomes — such
as when human cells are infected with a viral
genome, or when a mouse carries human
DNA — a strictly human or mouse negative
control might not work properly. But how
would the researcher know, if they can’t
find out the actual sequence? Moreover, the
dynamics of the industry mean that reagents
(and companies) appear, merge, upgrade or
disappear at short notice. These changes
often take place without leaving an information trail, making it impossible to repeat or
reproduce older experiments.
If we are to work towards a more rigorous

and productive research community, we must
change the way information about materials
is disclosed. Such changes require goodwill
and open-mindedness, but they are possible.
For example, standards for disclosing a minimum level of information about microarray
experiments, widely known as the MIAME
guidelines1, have become an accepted default
among microarray researchers, replacing
jealous guarding of raw data and paving the
way to powerful meta-analyses. A call to
provide more details in experiments that use
the polymerase chain reaction (PCR) in real
time has, at the time of writing, been cited by
more than 500 other
“Companies
publications 2 . The
need to rethink industry is subject
their blanket
to market forces, so
confidentiality the call for transparency should come
policies.”
from researchers,
referees and journals voicing their concerns.
For companies, obvious and easy changes
should start with full disclosure of information on discontinued products, perhaps
in a centralized third-party database. This
should be followed by disclosure of all
non-sensitive, auxiliary information about
existing products that does not need to be
protected; knowing the composition of the
reaction medium does not eliminate the need
to purchase the enzyme, for example. On the
contrary, this approach enhances products’
flexibility, enabling their use in a greater variety of experiments, and thus boosting the
company’s potential revenue. The sequences
of PCR primers are often heavily guarded by
manufacturers, but some molecular biologists have suggested3 that companies could
reveal alternative, less-sensitive information

that would still allow scientifically rigorous
analysis, such as approximate primer positioning and details about in silico validation;
scientists in other fields could develop similar plans. Likewise, patent law is evolving to
protect new application of genetic sequences,
both man-made and naturally occurring,
so at least partial disclosure of proprietary
control sequences should be possible.
Transparency is not just the responsibility of manufacturers — scientists need to
demand more information, and disclose
everyt hing in their methods sections.
Responsible reporting by individuals who
use commercial kits should spell out the principles of those kits — such as the kit version,
details about the underlying biochemical
reactions and all listed reagents. For software,
an exact specification of version and parameters should be given. Reviewers of papers
should also require this information.
Something has to be done. Because of the
too-short sequence my student used as a
negative control, one-quarter of her PhD was
wasted. I’ve already seen one published paper
that unknowingly reports the same artefact
as a valid result. Companies need to rethink
their blanket confidentiality policies: patent
law safeguards their intellectual advances
from financial exploitation by competitors,
but it should not confound scientific rigour. ■
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Understand how it works
Over-reliance on automated tools is hurting science, says David W. Piston.

A

s head of Vanderbilt University’s
core microscopy labs, I recently
met a colleague and his student
to discuss their confusing results from an
experiment studying protein interactions
in cells. After applying a treatment that
should have disrupted the interaction of two
particular proteins inside mitochondria,
they still saw the proteins interacting. The
student said that to measure the interaction
he had used a commercial automated imageanalysis system. He didn’t understand how it
worked, so he just used a colleague’s settings
from a different experiment. But, without
him realizing, this had masked all of the
cell except for the mitochondria. If he had

modified the settings to leave the entire
cell unmasked, he would have seen that
the proteins were now present within the
mitochondria in relatively small amounts
compared with the rest of the cell, and so
their interaction had been disrupted — the
treatment was, in fact, working.
In this case, it wasn’t inspiration that was
lacking — it was instruction. The researchers
had used a proven and validated tool, but in
a way inappropriate for the problem at hand.
A hard-working and dedicated student had
wasted around two months at the microscope trying to make the treatment ‘work’.
Between us, we figured out the problem in
just a few minutes’ discussion.
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Unfortunately, this scenario is becoming
all too common in many fields of science:
researchers, particularly those in training,
use commercial or even lab-built automated
tools inappropriately because they have
never been taught the details about how they
work. Twenty years ago, a scientist wanting
to computerize a procedure had to write his
or her own program, which forced them to
understand every detail. If using a microscope, he or she had to know how to make
every adjustment. Today, however, biological
science is replete with tools that allow young
scientists simply to press a button, send off
samples or plug in data — and have a result
pop out. There are even high-throughput
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Increasing lab automation means that students need to be given better training on how the techniques and the equipment work.

plate-readers that e-mail the results to the
researcher.
Teaching style has not adapted to address
this cultural change — we rarely explain to
our students how the new automated tools
work, how to use them effectively and how
to troubleshoot when it seems that things
have gone wrong. And young scientists often
don’t realize that they need to ask questions.
As a result, they waste time by using a technique improperly or, equally tragically, miss
something exciting when they assume that a
strange result means that they did something
wrong and they never follow it up.
Of course, the researcher can talk to
experts about what might be going wrong,
but with 600 scientists (mostly young) using
the central microscopy facility at Vanderbilt
University, for example, this is not an efficient
way to resolve the problem. We need to do
a better job of teaching students how techniques work before they start using them.
Automation has its good points, of course.
Biomedical discovery has been accelerated
by automated computational analysis, expert
core facilities and laboratory kits, which give
investigators access to technical approaches
that go beyond their own training. The
interdisciplinarity of modern biomedical
research makes it almost impossible for one
person to understand the subtleties of all the
procedures on which they rely1.
What is missing are the time and
resources for students to learn enough about
how their equipment and techniques work

to be able to use them to best advantage2.
This situation fails both the students and the
broader scientific community by leading to
uneven training and levels of competence.
As educators, it is incumbent on us to teach
our students not only the ‘hows’ of a particular technique, but also the underlying ‘whys’.
In the past, much of this practical training
was conducted by a lab’s principal investigator, who is now spending increasing
time chasing funding. To fill this gap, many
students seek out
“We need to
training themselves,
do a better job for example through
summer courses such
of teaching
as those offered by
students how
the Marine Biological
techniques
Laboratory in Woods
work before
Hole, Massachusetts.
they start
More and more of
using them.”
these intensive short
courses are being offered worldwide, but
they are always oversubscribed.
We should make this kind of instruction available to all students by refocusing
graduate education to emphasize better
the fundamental concepts and practice of
experimental techniques. This would necessarily include hands-on labs involving
state-of-the-art equipment and instruction from experts with proven success in
using the techniques. Many labs and institutions (including Vanderbilt) have begun
to develop this type of course. The extra
instruction will initially slow students’

progress in the lab, but it will better serve
them (and their labs and their research
fields) in the long run.
The biggest obstacle to hands-on
laboratory courses is their cost and the
effort required to stage them effectively.
Institutional support is therefore crucial,
especially given that the appropriate instructors are often well funded researchers who
need to be recompensed for their time. In
addition, all graduate students should be
supported by training grants3, which fund
the needed instruction and also relieve
some of the pressure on students to deliver
research results in their first years of graduate
school. And schools should consider admitting only as many graduate students as they
have the resources to give the necessary
laboratory instruction.
The research community must take
more responsibility for teaching the coming generations not only how to formulate
hypotheses, design research approaches
and write manuscripts, but also how to
build, implement and troubleshoot their
experiments at the most basic level. ■
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